Glasstone, Samuel. Papers, 1968. 2 feet. Professor. Book manuscripts (1968), including a rough draft, final manuscript, and galley proof for Glasstone’s *The Book of Mars*, published by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in 1968.

Box 1 (G-26)
Folder:
2. *The Book of Mars* -- rough drafts of tables, figures and illustrations.

Box 2 (G-27)
Folder:
2. *The Book of Mars* -- review draft of Chapters 8-12.
3. *The Book of Mars* -- final manuscript of Chapters 1-7, before "massacre by so-called copy editor" (according to the author).
4. *The Book of Mars* -- final manuscript of Chapters 8-13, before cuts made by the copy editor.

Box 3 (G-28)
Folder:
3. Abstract of "Acid Salts of Organic Acids as pH-Standards" (1945); unidentified written notes.

NOTE: Published copies of *The Book of Mars* may be found in the Main Library under the call number QB 641.G55, and in the History of Science Collection.